[Crop geometry identification based on inversion of semiempirical BRDF models].
Investigations have been made on identification of erective and horizontal varieties by bidirectional canopy reflected spectrum and semi-empirical bidirectional reflectance distribution function (BRDF) models. The qualitative effect of leaf area index (LAI) and average leaf angle (ALA) on crop canopy reflected spectrum was studied. The structure parameter sensitive index (SPEI) based on the weight for the volumetric kernel (fvol), the weight for the geometric kernel (fgeo), and the weight for constant corresponding to isotropic reflectance (fiso), was defined in the present study for crop geometry identification. However, the weights associated with the kernels of semi-empirical BRDF model do not have a direct relationship with measurable biophysical parameters. Therefore, efforts have focused on trying to find the relation between these semi-empirical BRDF kernel weights and various vegetation structures. SPEI was proved to be more sensitive to identify crop geometry structures than structural scattering index (SSI) and normalized difference f-index (NDFI), SPEI could be used to distinguish erective and horizontal geometry varieties. So, it is feasible to identify horizontal and erective varieties of wheat by bidirectional canopy reflected spectrum.